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Abstract This report describes an information security risk assessment process that ac
commodates uncertainty and can be applied to deployed systems as well as sys
tems under development. An example is given for a critical infrastructure but the 
technique is applicable to other networks. RAPSA/MC extends the Risk Analy
sis and Probabilistic Survivability Assessment (RAPSA) systems-level process 
model with a Monte-Carlo (MC) technique capturing the uncertainty in expert 
estimates and illustrating its resulting impact on the model's forecast. The fore
cast is presented as a probability density function enabling the security analyst to 
more effectively communicate security risks to financial decision makers. This 
approach may be particularly useful for visualizing the risk of an extreme event 
such as an unlikely but catastrophic exploit. 

Keywords; Security risk analysis and management, Methods for dealing with incomplete or 
inconsistent information, Critical infrastructure protection. 

1. Introduction 
RAPSA/MC is a Monte-Carlo technique for capturing and expressing secu

rity risks in a computer network. Taylor et al. developed the Risk Analysis and 
Probabilistic Survivabihty Assessment (RAPSA) process [Taylor et al, 2002] 
which combines the quantification of Probability Risk Assessment (PRA) with 
Survivable Systems Analysis (SSA) [EUison et al, 1999] to focus resources 
on the mission critical services of a system. The goal was to use SSA to 
tame the complexity of a large network and thereby permit quantification of 
critical threats. The RAPSA process captured each expert's estimate as an 
expected value, a single fixed quantity representing the average of the possi
bilities. But a security analyst needs a method to capture the uncertainty in 
an expert's estimate and to visualize its resulting impact on the model's fore
casts; the Risk Analysis and Probabihstic Survivabihty Assessment Monte-
Carlo (RAPSA/MC) process extends RAPSA with a Monte-Carlo simulation 
that provides that capability. 
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Decisions about new security technologies become investment decisions 
when, for example, an urgently needed intrusion detection system competes 
for resources with the other needs of an organization. The security analyst 
may be called to help position the value of the proposed investment with other 
contenders, to explain to the decision makers why this security investment is 
needed and to quantify the risks facing the organization if it is or is not im
plemented. Quantifying security risks as financial exposures simplifies their 
evaluation with the organization's other needs. Charting uncertainty in the 
forecast guides the financial decision makers to focus on what they do best, 
managing risks and opportunities. 

2. Modeling Information Security Risks 

Information security models often take one of two approaches, a low-level 
approach that models the detailed topology of a network and the specific vul
nerabilities of its objects, or a systems-level approach that abstracts the details 
into high-level risks. A well-known example of the low-level approach in
cludes the Take-Grant model [Lipton and Snyder, 1977] addressing the ques
tion as to whether a particular system with a given initial state is safe with 
respect to some specific access right [Bishop, 2003]. An advantage of the 
Take-Grant model is its abihty to answer this important question in linear time. 

As the size of a network increases, the application of low-level approaches 
becomes increasingly challenging for the analyst. In a complex enterprise, an 
analyst may become responsible for the security of hundreds or even thousands 
of network nodes, each with a myriad of unknown and known vulnerabilities. 
When human intervention is required to analyze the vulnerabilities of each 
node, even linear-time models may become unbearably expensive. To make 
matters worse, the security analyst's best intentions may be thwarted by an 
organization's limited budget that precludes a low-level detailed analysis of 
every vulnerability. Problems of this nature are often addressed with systems-
level models. 

Several systems-level security models express threats or opportunities as 
financial variables that quantify information security risks in terms of their 
financial impact. This approach can be traced back at least as far as the U.S. 
Government's pioneering FIPS guideline on information security in large data 
centers that proposed the use of the Average Loss Expectancy (ALE) metric 
[Soo Hoo, 2000]. Given a set of harmful outcomes, O ,̂ the frequencies of 
those outcomes, Fi, and the economic impacts of those outcomes, I{Oi), the 
ALE metric is defined as: 

ALE = Y.^^Oi)Fi (1) 
2 = 1 
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Soo Hoo cautions [Soo Hoo, 2000] that ALE, an expected value, equates tiigh-
probability but low-impact events with extreme events (those that though un-
Ukely are catastrophic when they do occur). This critique can be important 
for financial decision makers because the reliance upon expected values obfus
cates the consequences of a decision with the potential to kill the "cash cow 
on their watch." Financial decision makers should be made aware of which 
decisions ask them to "bet the farm." Haimes notes that the Partitioned Multi-
objective Risk Method (PMRM) [Haimes, 1998] offers an alternative to the 
expected value approach and warns that when "...expected value is used as the 
sole risk measure, risk is likely to be grossly misinterpreted" with the potential 
for bad management decisions. Haimes continues, "...incorporating the risk of 
extreme events into the total risk management framework enhances the realism 
and the representation of risks." In short, the use of expected values alone mis
leads the financial decision makers with oversimplification. The analyst needs 
a straightforward mechanism to help the financial decision makers visualize 
the information security risks to the organization's assets and services. 

A second critique of ALE is the potential for ALE-based models to auger 
into complexity [Soo Hoo, 2000] as they attempt to enumerate and address all 
known threats, assets and vulnerabilities in a large enterprise network. This 
path leads back to the pitfall of the low-level models: many organizations sim
ply cannot afford to manually review every known detail of their operating 
network. This fundamental issue, how to analyze the security of a complex 
network within the constraints of a limited budget, likely underlies the motiva
tion for many systems-level models. 

Other approaches for quantifying security in systems-level models have 
been proposed. Geer urges [Geer, 2001] the use of Return-on-Investment 
(ROI) to guide information risk management decisions. Magnusson argues 
[Magnusson, 2005] for Net Present Value (NPV). Likewise, Butler champions 
the use of portfolio analysis methods [Butler et al., 1999] to guide software 
investment decisions. Schechter introduces a novel market-based approach 
[Schechter, 2004] to quantify the strength of a secured system as the market 
price to discover its next new vulnerability. Within this context, Schechter as
serts that the strength of a system having a known vulnerability is negligible. 
Soo Hoo suggests a stochastic approach [Soo Hoo, 2000] to evaluate the role 
of uncertainty in information security decisions, and Conrad champions using 
Monte-Carlo methods [Conrad, 2005] for this endeavor. 

3. Survivable Systems Analysis 
Each of the above security risk models offers an approach to quantify a set of 

known threats to an information system. But how can we discover the threats 
to a complex system? Survivable Systems Analysis (SSA) defines a qualitative 
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methodology that focuses the search on just those threats to the most critical 
features [Software Engineering Institute, 2005] of an information system. The 
SSA method emerged from the study of Survivable Network Analysis [Ellison 
et al., 1999] at Carnegie Mellon. SSA offers several useful features: 

• SSA focuses resources on the most critical functions of a software sys
tem found to be essential for its survival. This addresses Soo Hoo's 
second critique of ALE above. 

• SSA methodology can be appHed to an existing (already deployed) soft
ware system. 

• SSA can also be applied to a new software system under development. 
Executable code is not required to support the SSA methodology. 

The SSA methodology emphasizes survivability defined as a "system's ca
pability to fulfill its mission (in a timely manner) in the presence of attacks, 
failures or accidents" and focuses on the "delivery of essential services and 
preservation of essential assets with timely recovery of full services and as
sets following the attack" [Ellison et al., 1999]. SSA approaches this goal by 
bolstering three characteristics of a survivable system: resistance, recognition 
and recovery. Resistance refers to the system's capability to repel an attack. 
Recognition refers to its ability to detect an attack in progress as well as as
sess the resulting damages. And recovery denotes the system's ability to fulfill 
its mission (albeit in a reduced capacity) during the attack, limit the extent of 
damages during the attack, and restore full service following the attack. The 
SSA methodology consists of four steps: 

1 The System Definition step reviews both the system's responsibihties 
as defined in its Use-Cases as well as the components of the system's 
architecture. 

2 The Essential Capabihty Definition step identifies those services and as
sets that are essential to the system's mission. This step identifies the 
essential components of the architecture that must survive an attack. 

3 The Compromisable Capability Definition step enumerates the threats to 
the system and maps them onto the architecture's compromisable com
ponents, those whose security (confidentiality, integrity or availability) 
would be damaged by intrusion. 

4 The Survivability Analysis identifies the soft-spot components of the ar
chitecture and constructs and analyzes a survivability map for opportu
nities to enhance the components' resistance, recognition and recovery 
characteristics. 
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4. Adding Monte-Carlo Simulation to RAPSA 

Taylor et al. formed RAPSA by merging the SSA process with Probabilistic 
Risk Assessment (PRA) in order to simplify the quantification of security risks 
by focusing on just the mission-critical threats [Taylor et al., 2002]. The four 
steps of the RAPSA approach are: 

1 The System Self-Assessment step identifies the mission objectives and 
partitions the system into essential and non-essential services. 

2 The Threat Identification step enumerates the system's vulnerabilities, 
threats to those vulnerabilities and captures the attack stages for the es
sential services. 

3 The Risk Quantification step quantifies the threats for each intrusion 
scenario and proposes mitigations. RAPSA considers the use of event 
or fault trees that are championed in some detail by threat modeling 
processes [Swiderski and Snyder, 2004]. 

4 The Risk Mitigation Trade-off constructs a survivability map augmented 
to quantify the mitigated risks and the costs of the proposed information 
security investments. 

RAPSA addresses the expected value problem of risk analysis calculations 
by manually partitioning the random variable distributions into a few segments 
known as fractiles. However, the tedious nature of the calculations and the 
subjectivity of the partitioning process can frustrate its application in large, 
complex networks. The Monte-Carlo technique automates the partitioning and 
the manipulation of random variable distributions. A Monte-Carlo tool parti
tions the probability axis into hundreds or even thousands of fractiles, evalu
ating the model at each and collecting the resulting forecast. In each iteration 
of the simulation, the Monte-Carlo tool samples the chosen distributions and 
repeatedly executes the risk analysis model for each set of sampled values. 

With the Monte-Carlo approach, RAPSA becomes RAPSA/MC and its ap
plication is very straightforward for the security analyst to apply. Because 
no executable code is required to support the methodology, RAPSA/MC can 
be applied before as well as after a system is placed in production. Thus, 
RAPSA/MC can be proactively incorporated into a software life-cycle to ad
dress security requirements during a system's development as opposed to wait
ing for the maintenance phase. The proactive application of security method
ologies early in the life-cycle might lead to efficiency improvements over the 
reactive maintenance approach of securing a released product. 
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5. A RAPSA/MC Example 
The data presented here are derived from Taylor et al. [Taylor et al., 2002] 

to enable comparison and validation with the RAPSA/MC approach. The ex
ample discusses a security assessment of the Supervisory Control And Data 
Acquisition (SCADA) equipment within a hypothetical electric utiHty's distri
bution substation. Because of the substation's unattended and often remote na
ture, considerable attention has been directed towards its physical security [Luo 
and Tu, 2005]. However, SCADA systems are increasingly networked [Brown, 
2000] and are vulnerable to an electronic cyber attack that could be launched 
from a great distance with little risk to an intruder [Oman et al., 2002]. 

The electric power grid is a very large, complex real-time control system 
with hundreds of operators and thousands of real-time control actuators. High 
voltage optimizes efficient power transmission over long distance lines. How
ever, local distribution requirements call for substantially lower voltages. An 
electrical substation often contains transformers to "step-down" high transmis
sion voltage to lower voltage for local distribution as well as remotely accessed 
switch-gear, protection, phase-adjustment and metering equipment. Remote 
operation can be achieved through standard information system networking 
protocols augmented with protocols that are unique to the electric power in
dustry [Woodward, 2001]. In some cases, the substation may even have an IP 
address or an 802.11 transceiver. 

RAPSA/MC Step 1 leverages methodologies of RAPSA [Taylor et al., 
2002] and SSA [Ellison et al., 1999] to identify the system's mission and par
tition its architecture, essential components and services into those that must 
survive an attack from those that are non-essential. The objective is to reduce 
the complexity of the security assessment by focusing the analyst's resources 
on the system's critical mission. Within the context of the electric power ex
ample, Taylor notes that the substation's mission is clear: deliver power to cus
tomers. While the details are omitted here for brevity, the analysis concludes 
that the example's essential services include remote monitoring and controls 
that are necessary for protection and changing loads. 

RAPSA/MC Step 2 leverages from RAPSA and SSA to enumerate threats 
to the essential services and their supporting components. Table 1 identifies 
three example threats (drawn from Taylor [Taylor et al., 2002]) and their com
promised essential (soft-spot) components. Note that example threats two and 
three use the same trojan exploit that becomes more disruptive in the hands 
of a knowledgeable attacker who uses the substation's SCADA equipment to 
attack the capital intensive assets of the utility's distribution system. Alter
native methodologies for discovering these threats include Hierarchical Holo
graphic ModeUng [Haimes, 1998] [Longstaff et al., 2000] and Threat ModeUng 
[Swiderski and Snyder, 2004]. 
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Table 1. Example Threats and Compromised Components 

Threats Compromised Components 

1. Hacker discovers the phone num- Real-time control system device 
ber of a modem on the substation's data altered/destroyed, devices reset, 
computer, successfully penetrates its communication blocked or re-routed, 
authentication system and logs in. 

2. Utility employee is tricked into in- Real-time control system device 
stalling a trojan on a computer with data altered/destroyed, devices reset, 
access to the substation. The trojan communication blocked or re-routed, 
installs a root-kit and "phones" home 
to the remotely located hacker. 

3. Similar to #2 only the attack Similar to the above plus damage 
is launched by a skilled attacker to the electrical power distribution 
with power distribution knowledge equipment. 
who has deliberately targeted electric 
power utilities for sabotage. 

RAPSA/MC Step 3 quantifies the threats. Like RAPSA, the RAPSA/MC 
process relies upon expert estimates for modeling parameters such as the num
ber of intrusion events and the extent of damages. But the RAPSA/MC process 
captures the uncertainty of the experts' estimates with probabiUty distributions 
(similar to Figure 1) in a Monte-Carlo simulation of the model's random vari
ables. 

Table 2 illustrates example values for each of the identified threats from 
Table 1 using hypothetical expert estimates to illustrate the process. All three 
threats compromise the SCADA equipment and could potentially lead to power 
outages (failure of the critical mission) or even damage to the electrical distri
bution equipment. 

The variables {ri,r2,r3} capture the expected value of the expert's esti
mates for the annual intrusion rates. This particular example assumes that 
while the experts can predict the long-term intrusion rate, the year-to-year in
trusion count is a random process. The example simulates the variability in the 
intrusion count in any given year using the Poisson random number generators 
in column three of Table 2. 
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J2 0.5000 

Figure 1. Probability of Intrusion Events for Threat-1 

, # c,̂^ ^ 4'J> ̂  >^ <s> <^,<^^ ̂ ^ # <^J' ^ >^ <f # ^^ # 'b̂ '' ̂ ^^ ^^ <^ ^"^ ̂ "^ <P\4' # # A^V^ ̂ ^ ^^ 

Unmitigated Damages 

Figure 2, Prob, of Annual Unmitigated Damages from Threat-
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The variables {61,62,^3} and {si,S2,ss} capture the expert's estimates 
for the mean and standard deviation (stdev) of damages arising from success
ful unmitigated intrusions. The variables {(ii, ^2, ds} simulate the lognormal 
uncertainty in the expected damages arising from a single intrusion of each 
threat using the mean and extreme values of the previous two columns. Col
umn seven calculates the annual damages in {i^i, 1̂ 2, '̂ 3̂} as the product of the 
simulated intrusion count {ci, C2, C3} and the simulated unmitigated damages 
{di,d2,ds}. Figure 2 illustrates the probability density function from a simu
lation of the annual unmitigated damages arising from Threat-1 (ui). 

Some details behind Table 2 deserve a closer examination. 

• The choice of a Poisson distribution (e.g., Figure 1) to simulate the an
nual intrusion count reflects a desire to model unique successful intru
sions (as opposed to clusters of identical unsuccessful attempts or even 
repeated successful exploits of the same target). In this particular exam
ple, the analyst has great confidence in the estimates for the {ri, r2, ra} 
rates and is concerned only with simulating the variability (randomness) 
of the Poisson process. 

• The example's choice of the Lognormal distribution for damages (e.g., 
Figure 2) reflects a potential for extremely high (unbounded) damages, 
positively skewed with a minimum of zero and a strong mode below the 
mean. The {di,d2, d^} variables simulate the expert's uncertainty (lack 
of knowledge) in the damage estimate. 

• This example equates the expert's uncertainty (lack of knowledge) about 
the damages (e.g.. Figure 2) with the variability of the successful in
trusion events (e.g., Figure 1). When a distinction must be made be
tween uncertainty and variability, alternative approaches [Vose, 2000] 
are available. 

• RPoissonO and RLognormal() are representative of functions that are 
typically available in a Monte-Carlo tool for generating random numbers 
in Poisson and Lognormal distributions. 

RAPSA/MC Step 4 summarizes the qualitative aspects of the proposed mit
igations in a survivability map, quantifies the mitigations and finally selects an 
optimal investment. Table 3 presents the survivability map for just the first 
threat identified in Table 1. The mitigation strategies in Table 3 originated 
from RAPSA's apphcation of SSA [Taylor et al., 2002]. 
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Effectiveness [1.0 = All Intrusion Attempts Thwarted] 

Figure 3. Effectiveness of Mitigation-1 Against Threat-1 

Table 4 introduces the quantitative behaviors of the three mitigations dis
cussed above. Each row of the table addresses one proposed mitigation for a 
single threat. Estimates are solicited from the experts for the minimum effec
tiveness (meij), the typical effectiveness (tcij) and the maximum effectiveness 
(xeij) for each mitigation (j) of each threat (i). The effectiveness estimates de
fine the fraction of intrusion attempts of a particular threat that will be deterred 
by this mitigation. In each iteration (year) of the simulation, these three effec
tiveness estimates are used as parameters in column six to calculate a simulated 
(random) effectiveness value using a rough triangle distribution (e.g. Figure 3). 
Column seven calculates the simulated annual mitigated damages for each it
eration. 

Table 5 forecasts the Total Annual Costs (tacj) arising from both the annual 
mitigated damages (amdj) and the annual investment expenses (ie^). The total 
annual costs are calculated as the sum of the annual mitigated damages and the 
annual investment expense for each mitigation. 

6. Analyzing the Example RAPSA/MC Simulation 
The RAPSA/MC example illustrates a tremendous potential for uncertainty 

in the unmitigated damage estimates. It highlights the expert's struggle to es
timate the potential damages that might be inflicted by the casual intrusion of 
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Threat-1 (Figure 2). In this case, the expert selected a lognormal distribution 
with a mean value at $40,000 and the 90th percentile at $66,000, there exists 
a remote possibility for very much larger damages. The uncertainty in this 
estimate reflects the hypothetical expert's lack of knowledge as to whether a 
"casual" intruder's damages will be confined to the information systems, ex
tend to power outages, or further extend to the power distribution equipment. 
The RAPSA/MC process captures this uncertainty rather than oversimplify it 
into an expected value. 

The Monte-Carlo tool runs the simulation by executing the model through 
hundreds or even thousands of iterations, each modeling the events of one po
tential year. It begins by "throwing" random numbers into the distributions 
(ci, di and scij) and recalculating the forecasted Total Annual Costs {tacj) 
and capturing those results. The example employs 10,000 iterations with Latin 
Hypercube Sampling to simulate the variability and uncertainty in the ran
dom variables. Following the simulation run, the Monte-Carlo tool charts the 
captured results as forecasts (Figures 4, 5 and 6) for each mitigation. Please 
note that the very large P($0), P($6,000) and P($20,000) columns are omitted 
from the left-hand side of the three forecast charts. This is done to facilitate 
readability of the distributions as the probability of no damages (just mitiga
tion investment expenses) in this particular example is quite high (about 0.38 
which is nearly an order of magnitude larger than any other single column). 

Table 5 also documents the forecasted mean and 90th percentile values for 
the three proposed mitigations in Figures 4, 5 and 6. These and other statistics 
are available from the Monte-Carlo tool following a simulation run. 

The forecast chart for Mitigation-0 (Figure 4) illustrates the risks of doing 
nothing (no investment). The mean annual loss due to damages is $64,000 and 
there exists a 10% probabiUty of an annual loss in excess of $160,000. 

When the annual investment expenses are included as they are in this version 
of the example, the decision makers are likely to choose Mitigation-1. The 
statistics for Mitigation-1 suggests that an annual investment of $6,000 will 
Hmit the mean costs to $38,000 but there still remains a 10% exposure to annual 
costs exceeding $87,000. 

We might contemplate alternative scenarios that would lead to a different 
investment choice. If, for example, the investment expenses for Mitigation-2 
($20,000) could be reduced, it would become far more attractive. Or if the 90th 
percentile figure for Mitigation-1 had been extremely high (say... $500,000 vs 
$87,000) then the decision makers might choose Mitigation-2 simply to buy 
down their exposure to an extreme event. Likewise, if the investment costs 
had been significantly higher for both Mitigation-1 and 2, then the decision 
makers might choose to do nothing at all (e.g. choose Mitigation-0) unless 
the 90th percentile figures were extremely high for doing nothing in which 
case they might again choose a "real" mitigation investment to buy down their 
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Figure 4. Forecasted Annual Costs for Proposed Mitigation-0 
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Figure 5. Forecasted Annual Costs for Proposed Mitigation-1 
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Figure 6. Forecasted Annual Costs for Proposed Mitigation-2 

exposure to an extreme event. Tradeoffs between an attractive expected return 
and catastrophic risk potential are common in financial decisions. 

7. Conclusions 
RAPSA/MC quantifies information security risks as financial variables fa

cilitating the comparison of security mitigations with an organization's other 
opportunities. RAPSA/MC combines qualitative methodologies for identify
ing threats with Monte-Carlo quantitative methodologies for simulating uncer
tainty in security parameters. While the Monte-Carlo technique cannot alone 
break the dependency of the systems-level models on expert estimates, it does 
enable these models to express uncertainty in their forecasts. The RAPSA/MC 
forecasts are probability density functions (Figures 4, 5 and 6) that provide 
financial decision makers with the opportunity to consider the potential for ex
treme events as well as the mean value of the proposed mitigation. Even though 
a proposed mitigation might offer the optimal mean value, the decision makers 
may choose an alternative that offers a lower risk of a catastrophic extreme 
event. The process is usable both for evaluating released systems and systems 
under development as no executable code is required for the risk assessment. 
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